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The Public Gardens and Rainbow Bridge at Niagara Falls,
Ontario, Canada.
At the foot of the Rainbou; a prospect of progress.
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EDITORIAL
tions, but often leaves him spiritually
dead.
On every hand we have the ghosts
' ' A MERICA has been inoculated with
of
what might have been great Chrisr \ a mild form of Christianity and tians.
A very large proportion of the
seems to be immune to the real American people are professedly rething," said a popular speaker the ligious, but their religion is not deep,
other day.
vital, real! It does not grip the whole
The facts seem to be with him.
man and change and transform him
There are several types of this into a new creature in Christ Jesus.
varioloid—
The time has come to restore the pure
Christianity of the first century.
Atavistic Christianity.
A sort of
—UEA.
religious loyalty to the beliefs of our
dead forbears. The creed: "It was
good enough for mother and it's good
Entertaining General
enough for me." The Chinese have it
in a bit different form and call it
Conference
ancestor worship.
HE Northern Conference District,
Sacramental Christianity. A blind
which embodies all the Brethren
loyalty to certain rites or ceremonies, in Christ congregations in Canada
the faithful performance of which is and New York State, has just resupposed to give one a "pass" to cently had the joyous privilege of
glory. They have a "form of godli- being host to our General Conference
ness," but "deny the power thereof." on the campus of Niagara Christian
college near Fort Erie, Ontario.
Theological Christianity. An intelWe are quite certain we represent
lectual and coldly scientific accept- the feeling of the local entertaining
ance of the abstract truth in the -New constituency when we say that it was
Testament Scriptures. Those who worth all it cost and more. Very
have been immunized by this serum frankly we admit it represents no
can split hairs with the same finesse small item of expense in labor, time
that Nero played his fiddle while and money to serve 13,000 meals in
Rome burned.
seven days, provide for the lodging
of a corresponding number of guests
Traditional Christianity. Loyalty and equip the entire plant to the point
to man-made creeds and human ec- where such necessary mechanics faclesiasticisms. Of such Christ said: cilitated the handling of this sizeable
"This people honoreth me with their group. Over against this are the comlips, but their heart is far from me. pensations which are realized, both
In vain do they worship me, teaching seen and unseen, which really dwarf
for doctrines the commandments of the aforementioned items.
men . . . Full well do you reject the
The joy of Christian service in any
commandments of God that you may phase is always rewarding but espekeep your own traditions."
cially when done for the household of
faith. Thus to be hospitable to our
Social Christianity. A "good time" brethren and sisters from all the
religion with special appeal to those other sectors of the brotherhood even
who can not get into lodges, clubs or for such a short period of time was
the society column. It expresses it- indeed a blessing to those who minself in a round of socials, banquets istered.
or—in its more liberal manifestations
The broader touch of fellowship
—theater parties, dances and bridge. with those of like precious faith from
such a wide area was encouraging,
Political Christianity. A reform; stimulating and we feel will have
movement which is so busy with sur- permanency. Our beloved brotherhood
veys, committee meetings, projects,; of a little less than 8,000 scattered so
campaigns, etc., to clean up society^ widely, needs an Annual General
that individuals are starving to death! ^Conference. "We must see each other,
for spiritual food.
H Sbe challenged by each other to unify
and promote our extensive program.
Emotional Christianity. A type of The young people of any given area
inoculation which gives the patient of our church are subjected to the
divine thrills and mystical exalta- subtle temptation of the hardship of
Religious Varioloid

T
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belonging to a minority group which
usually obtains in their respective
communities. At General Conference
they are impressed that after all they
do belong to something of adequate
size and measurement. The educational values of associating with people from such far-flung geographical
territories is something the members
of the larger denominations are deprived of. To give a very pointed illustration, we have reason to believe
that the average Brethren in Christ
in Canada knows more people in
California and knows more about that
state than the average Presbyterian
in Canada of the same cultural level.
Yes, my dear brethren from U.S.A.,
you did something to us while here.
You "made us love you more, you
strengthened the bonds that unite us
in spite of international lines, tariffs,
and our biased history. You re-confirmed the fact that spiritual values
are the most worth-while and most
transcending. While it is inevitable
that since you are so widespread in
your locations there must be a noticeable variation in our application of
principles and some difference in
practices due to local cultural processes, yet you proved to us that you
are more like us in reality than any
other known group in the world. You
met our neighbors while here. Your
conduct impressed them. You have
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increased our prestige among those
who knew us. Consequently you have
increased our testimony and enhanced
our program of evangelism.
We have balanced the ledger and
find ourselves in your debt. It was a
supreme delight to have you. The
Lord willing, please come again.
—E.J.S.
Ever Worry?
Try memorizing Scripture. A mind
thus occupied has no room for worry
at the moment, and Scripture will
tend to produce faith.
"If we trust we don't worry, if we
worry we don't trust."
It will take effort but did you ever
see anything worthwhile accomplished by following the way of least resistance ?
Revival Starters
If you have been living too far
away from the altar, get nearer.
Whenever you think of a sinner,
pray for his salvation.
Make short prayers in public and
long ones in private.
Make your testimony brief, full of
meaning and to the point.
Get in the spirit of prayer, and
stay there, no matter what it costs.
Call on God for great things, believe that He is going to give them.
Hold on by faith instead of feeling.
Feed on the promises and expect
results in every meeting.
If your are on bad terms with any
of your neighbors, get right with
them before you talk very loud in the
meetings.
Make a list of the worst cases you
know, beginning with yourself, and
go on praying for them.
Don't find fault with anybody, and
keep sweet no matter what happens.
Then—
If all the sleeping folks will wake up,
And the lukewarm folks will fire up,
And all the dishonest folks will 'fess
up,
And all the disgruntled folks will
sweeten up,
And all the discouraged folks will
cheer up,
And all the depressed folks will look
up,
And all the estranged folks will make
up,
And all the gossipers will shut up,
And all the dry bones will shake up,
And all the true soldiers will stand
up,
Then—We'll have a revival,—sure
enough.
—Selected.
July 6, 1953

That Mid-Week Meeting
O. G. Wilson

inducements to be absent from
TlongHEthesummer
prayer meeting during the
evenings are varied and

great. They spring from the most
legitimate things, and seem so plausible that unless the soul is alert it
will be ensnared.
There is the yard work that must
be done if the home is to be a credit
to one naming the name of Christ.
The garden must be cared for, the
vegetables gathered and canned if
the income is to be sufficient in these
days of inflation.
Then there is the pleasure of a
cooling ride out along the country
lanes after hours of sweltering at the
work of the day.
You may rest assured that Satan
will keep every soul from the prayer
meeting that he possibly can.
To attend prayer meeting it must
be a settled policy, a firm resolve
despite any and all the allurements
which may suggest themselves.

*^a\tvvn\a'M$ gale**
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The Blessings Which May Be Found
at the Prayer Meeting
It might be well to catalogue some
of the many blessings which come to
the soul that devoutly and regularly
attends prayer meeting:
It tends to calm the troubled mind.
It soothes the taut nerves.
It makes spiritual values appear in
their true light.
It lessens the attraction of material
things.

It draws the soul nearer to God.
' I t imparts spiritual strength.
It is a silent but effective witness
for Christ.
It causes one to look out, not in;
up, not down; right, not left.
Making the Prayer Meeting
Attractive
The prayer meeting deserves the
best creative thought of the leader.
Sameness, dead monotony, dull programs must be avoided. In far too
many prayer meetings there is want
of' variety, there is a wearisome
sameness which is repugnant to the
human soul.
The prayer meeting must be made
to sparkle with colorful variety. Plan
and work and pray that the prayer
meetings will be as dissimilar as the
notes in a great oratorio but as harmonious, in the great crescendo of
praise to God.
Good people may become prayer
meeting problems. Long prayers are
to be avoided. Christian experience
repeated again and again becomes a
dead formality. An experience of
conversion retold each week is convincing evidence to all who listen that
the one giving the recitation is living
on past blessings, that he has no new
conquests to relate. Ancient history
is never as interesting as current
history. Let each one who speaks
tell of victories won since last he
spoke.
Preachers are ever careful to announce that they do not have an overpowering urge to preach — "The
preacher's itch." Yet very often
much of the prayer meeting time is
taken by the preacher delivering a
very poorly prepared sermon.
The leader must be prepared by a
fresh anointing of the Spirit. He
must be sensitive to the moods of
the Spirit and follow them carefully.
This is one of the best ways to
assure variety.
Make the prayer meeting Biblecentered. Give attention to the reading of it, to the explanation of it by
charts, by visual aids, by pictures.
Increase the knowledge and love of
The Word and thus increase the
spirituality of the people.
Let every Christian be determined
to make the prayer meeting a place
where souls meet God in fresh revelations of Himself.
.—Wesleyan Methodist
(3)

warm heart for evangelism was used
of God to present a message with
vision and a challenge to use methods
and means at hand to accomplish the
great ministry of the church.
GENERAL CONFERENCE SECRETARY

Dr. Brubaker, retiring secretary of the General Conference, transfers the official
church seal to the newly-elected secretary of the General Conference, Bishop H. H.
Brubaker. The Moderator, Bishop Charlie B. Byers, presides.

Business Sessions of General Conference
The Editor
HE Moderator of the 83rd Annual
General Conference was Bishop
TCharlie
Byers, Chambersburg, Penna.
He was assisted by Bishops Arthur
Climenhaga, B u l a w a y o , Southern
Rhodesia, South Africa, and Henry
Ginder, Manheim, Penna. These
brethren acquitted themselves well in
the presiding of the sessions and the
guidance of the General Conference.

The first feature of Friday morning was the presentation of the
General Conference Sermon. Bishop
Carl Ulery, Springfield, Ohio, was
God's servant in speaking this message. During the past year, Bro.
Ulery, accompanied by his wife,
visited the mission fields of Israel,
Africa, India, Formosa and Japan.
This world-wide experience with a

The services that emanate from the
office of the Secretary require much
careful supervision. In fairness to
the General Conference and to the
Secretary, it was decided a few years
ago that he should not serve on any
Board of the General Conference.
This allows full time for concentration on the guidance of the sessions
and close supervision of the backstage work that is necessary in having reports, etc., ready for proper
presentation to the Conference.
In recent years a very popular
service that comes through this office
is the Conference Bulletin. This is
a mimeographed sheet which presents
the day by day activities and is of
great worth to those reporting to
their respective congregations for
whom they served as delegates.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, president of
Upland College, Upland, Calif., concluded two terms of five years each at
this General Conference. During his
term of office numerous changes have
come into effect in an effort to
streamline the business sessions. Not
the least of these has been the channeling and condensing of institutional
reports through the related Church
Boards rather than coming direct to
the assembly floor.
Of note in connection with Dr.
Brubaker's service is the able and
efficient service that Mrs. Brubaker
gave over this ten-year period. She
ably served as the general director

Transfer of moderatorship 9 Ulery presents Conference Sermon • Moderator Byers with assistants Climenhaga and Ginder
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The report was recommitted with
instructions to present to the next
General Conference a suggested plan
that would include in a workable
manner the overall program, including proper care of a local congregation and such mission and benevolent
monies as may be needed to carry
forth the general church program.
During the Monday sessions, the
respective Boards reported to the
General Conference their budget requirements for the ensuing year.
These four were approved: Board of
C h r i s t i a n Education, $9,500.00;
Peace, Relief and Service Committee,
$22,800.00; Home Missions, $75,000.
00; and Foreign Missions, $135,800.
00. These total to $243,100.00 or the
equivalent of approximately $34.25
per member for these four agencies.
Messiah College was given authorization to move in the direction of a
new Library, new chapel and the first
floor of a new administration buildBishop H. H, Brubaker, newlying. A pay-as-you-go basis is the
elected Conference Secretary.
plan of those who have this expansion
and manager of the Secretary's office program in charge. Niagara Chrisduring the convening of General
Conference. This service deprived
her of attendance at many of the activities that are featured during a
Conference period. Since the by-laws
indicate only a two-term service for
any one person, Dr. Brubaker was
not eligible for another term.
Elected to this responsible task was
a very capable servant of God and the
church, Bishop H. H. Brubaker,
Grantham, Penna. He recently concluded more than twenty years as
General Superintendent of the Brethren in Christ Church of Northern and
Southern Rhodesia, South Africa. In
September of this year, Bro. Brubaker will assume the duties of President of Niagara Christian College,
Fort Erie, Ontario, Canada. His vast
experience in administration with
proven ability to dispatch work in
due order, stands him in good stead
to do the task thus assigned to him
by the church.

Bishop Luke Li. Keefer, Moderator
for the 1953-54 Conference year.

tian College was accorded the privilege of a church-wide solicitation to
liquidate a $25,000.00 indebtedness.
Upon the clearing of this debt it is
hoped that something can be done to
(Continued on page sixteen)

BUDGET SYSTEM

With the constantly enlarging program of the church, careful thought
has been given to the developing of a
budget system. A committee appointed in 1952 presented recommendations that would establish a commission to study quotas as will be
needed by the various agencies of the
church. An example of the distribution of monies in accordance with a
quota system was presented. The
example did not include the necessary
funds to support and operate the local
church unit.
July 6, 1953

Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Brubaker

(5)

1) Superintendent Hoke accepts jeep for India as donated by his parents—as his sons occupy the fenders. 2) A Conference session. 3) Alderfer, for
nine years Recording Secretary, confers with newly-elected General Conference Secretary Brubaker. 4) Manager Heisey makes a Bookstore sale. 5)
The Hokes chat with Thomas and Smith. 6) Messiah College Pres. Hostetter confers with faculty member wittlinger. 7) The evangelistic tent. 8) Dr.
I.ady presents Dayton CC with slogan award. 9) Evangelist Rosenberry a n a wife check a Conference poster. 10) Brethren Walters and Clouse in consultation. 11) Editor Hostetter confers with Associate Swalm. 12) Home Missionaries: Canada, Cal. and N. Mexico. 13) A relaxed moment. 14) TMB
Member Kuhns delivers Dedicatory Address for missionary vehicles going t o India and Japan. 15) Messiah College Octette sings for dedication. 16)
Supervised children's play. 17) California talks it over in Canada. 18) S. S. Commission conclave. 19) College display. 80) FMB members at Dedication
Service. 21) Mrs. Ulery addresses WMPC group. 22) S. S. Commission program.

spiritual milestone in the lives of
many boys and girls.
The Children's sessions were in
charge of Howard and Pearl Wolgemuth from Mount Joy, Pennsylvania
and Ruth and Myrtle Steckley from
the Toronto Mission. Many others
contributed to the program with special features. Among these were
Mary Hoke of the India Missions, Ida
Rosenberger from the Navajo Mission, Kathleen Aiken, Ida Davis and
the Kohler Sisters with their mother
from Ohio. With an emphasis on the

An efficient kitchen staff provides tasty
meals for Conference attendants.

Children's Meetings
which Conrad
Aiken and Beth Musser showed
Tin HEdoing
their part in the children's
ENTHUSIASM

project was typical of the boys and
girls at General Conference. The project, as outlined by the children's
workers, was to contribute to the
spread of the gospel by their support
of the Home and Foreign Mission
Boards. Posters and attractive displays were used to encourage mission
giving. The interest grew and boys
and girls worked hard to see who
could bring in the most money for the
children's offerings.

Adults on the Conference grounds
were repeatedly reminded of the children's project as they were asked by
the boys and girls to give to their
cause. They sometimes asked largely.
Beth Musser tagged her father, Rev.
Arthur Musser, for $20. To his conservative reply she said she was sure
she could not go with less than $15.
She settled for less but through her
persistence was able to solicit a prizewinning total of $36.60! Conrad
Aiken burst into the august assemblage of the Publication Board with a
similar amount to tell his auditor
father, "I can't count it all!" His
collection with Beth's plus Mary's
and Bobby's and Jane's and all the
rest of the boys' and girls' totaled
$354.69 for the Conference. This
was divided equally with the Mission
Boards.
Along with a youthful enthusiasm
for mission giving was evidenced the
simple quality of child-like faith. A
capable staff worked hard to guide
and instruct in spiritual truths. It
was their purpose to make the occasion of the 1953 General Conference a

Good meals attractively served add much to
^the pleasure of General Conference.

audio-visual approach, the gospel
story was told to an average of 275
boys and girls crowding the children's
tent. An interesting—and significant
—feature of each session was the embroidery of adults who observed from
the fringe of the tent.
An appeal was made to the boys
and girls to let Jesus come into their
hearts. The heartfelt responses of 32
boys and girls attested to the real
significance of the Children's Meetings
as an important phase of the work of
the 1953 General Conference.
—R. M. Z

Deep in every heart is the yearning
to be accepted, to be loved, and a feeling that one means something to
somebody. But people do not express
their appreciation very much. Most
of them are like the nine whom Jesus
healed. They just go on and forget
you.
Samuel Leibowitz, now a famous
judge, and formerly a great criminal
lawyer, saved seventy-eight persons
from the electric chair. Yet not one
of the seventy-eight ever bothered
even to send him a Christmas card.
Art King had a radio program called
"Job Center of the Air." He got good
jobs for 2,500 people, but only ten
ever thanked him.
In his very first political speech,
Abraham Lincoln said to the voters
of Sangamon County, "I have no
other ambition so great as that of being truly esteemed by my fellow men."
Look into the hearts of most people
and you will find their greatest desire
is the same as was Lincoln's. And
Pearl and Howard Wolgemuth and Judy • many feel they have missed it.—
Visual Aids create child interest • The Charles L. Allen in IN QUEST OF GOD'S
Kohler Sisters sing and play in the ChilPOWER (Revell)
dren's Meetings.
(7)

July 6, 1953
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their field activities during the past
year.
The presence of the superintendents of both Africa and India Mission Fields made a significant contribution to the General Conference and
the' interests of Foreign Missions.
During the Sunday afternoon sessions a high point was the presentation of newly appointed out-going
workers. These include new workers
for Africa, India and a new field—
Japan. Total missions giving over
the Conference period exceeded $15,
000.
PICTURES

McBeth and Dupes arrange Sunday school display • Some of the missionary candidates
approved for foreign service.

The chapel of the administration
building was especially arranged for
the showing of pictures. These pictures included an overall view of the
program of the church. College, re-

Inspirational Programs
The Youth Commission of the
Board of Christian Education presented a program in the tent on Sunin Christ Church. Beginning Wednes- day morning. This commission sponday evening and continuing until sors the Christ's Crusaders work of
Monday afternoon are various pro- the denomination. Bishop Arthur
grams planned for inspiration and Climenhaga addressed a very large
promotion.
audience in the concluding portion of
The Wednesday evening commun- the program.
ion service, which has come to be the
traditional opening of the General
MISSIONS
Conference, was largely attended.
Four of the inspirational periods
The large auditorium was nearly
filled with participants from far and were devoted to Missions. U. S. A.,
near who shared in this sacred serv- Canada, Africa and India were well
represented in the different proice.
Dr. Oliver G. Wilson, editor of the grams.
Wesleyan Methodist, of Syracuse,
To a large audience on Saturday
New York, brought a message of evening, representatives of city and
guidance and inspiration during a rural missions in the U. S. A. and
Thursday morning period that was Canada gave interesting accounts of
given over to the. interests of church
publications.
During the period on World Relief
and Peace ministry, C. F. Klassen of
Frankfurt, Germany outlined the
work as it is being carried on to resettle refugees in Western Germany.
Features of the Thursday afternoon session in the auditorium, as
sponsored by the Board of Christian
Education, reviewed the growth and
development of Sunday School work
in the Brethren in Christ Church.
The review covered a 90-year period.
An interesting feature was the reenactment of an early council when
the pros and cons of starting a Sunday school were discussed. This
Board has done good work in awakening new interest and zeal in building
congregational life through the SunYoung People's vesper service by the Niagara River • Bishop Climenhaga addresses Christ's
day school.

BUSINESS sessions of the General
TtheHEConference
are only one aspect of
annual gathering of the Brethren
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Foreign Mission Superintendents Hoke and
Climenhaga.

lief and mission pictures were featured from time to time and proved to
be a high point of interest during the
Conference.
Bible instruction, evangelism, children's activities and many numerous
other aspects of church life were promoted in one way and another. The
vesper service by the Niagara River
on Sunday evening was indeed a
pleasant place to honor God and dedicate one's self anew to the task of
carrying on the Lord's work.
—/. N. H.
Situation and Surroundings
Niagara Christian College and its
surroundings proved to be both inviting and adequate in the entertainment of General Conference of June
10-15, 1953. "Beautiful for situation"
was an oft-repeated statement among
the many who attended from far and
near.
The large auditorium-gymnasium
proved to be an excellent center of
meeting. In the basement of the
auditorium is located a well-arranged

dining room with necessary kitchen
facilities. Speed and efficiency were
much in evidence during meal hours.
The Administration building was
used by Boards and Committees for
both entertainment and places of
meeting. The men's dormitory, with
private homes, motels, etc., housed
many hundreds of Conference attendants.
Providence arranged that weather
conditions were ideal. Abundance of
sunshine with 70 to 75 degree temperture during the day made conditions
ideal for attendance at the various
sessions. It was noteworthy to see
the strong support given in attendance at the various programs. There
have been times when it was very disappointing to note how many people
used Conference grounds for social
visiting. Such was not the case at
this General Conference.
—/. N. H.

Free Copies Available!
This pictorial issue of the
Evangelical Visitor will be of
special interest to your nonsubscribing friends. A limited
number of copies are available
and will be sent to you for careful distribution upon your re^
quest. Promote the interests,
of your church and your church
paper by placing the Evangelical
Visitor in homes that would not
otherwise be reached.
The number is limited; write
for yours today to E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana.

The Conference site: Bookstand and lunch
counter in foreground, Main Auditorium
and ^Evangelistic tent in background.

Your people are apt to remember
your sermon about as long after you
preach it as you thought about it before you preached it.
—Dr. Blackwood
Consecrate your home by having
family prayer.
Consecrate your time by doing
Christian work.
Consecrate your car by taking people to church.
Consecrate your money by giving
tithes and offerings.
The best of men are but men at
the best.
-*-ai*-»-

A family
family that
A family
family that
Look
Look
Look
Look

that prays together is a
stays together.
that sings together is a
clings together.

back and praise Him
up and trust Him
around and serve Him
ahead and expect Him.

saders representatives • Bishop Ulery shows film of round-the-world mission tour « Paul Engle chats with Speaker C. F. Classen.
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"GOD WOULD MAKE YOU His
sanctified temple. Now, as you are,
and where you are consent, make the
sacrifice, and trust God to accept it
and make you the FIT TEMPLE of
the HOLY GHOST. Then will follow
the life described in Rom. 12, which,
with the Sermon on the Mount and
I Cor. 13 is the finest picture of a holy
life in the entire Word of God.
—A. M. Hills.

Narrow and Deep
GREAT

preacher has stated: "No

A Christian today has the right to
poke fun at the narrowness of our

forefathers. Our boasted breadth has
come to us at the expense of depth.
We are broad and shallow; they were
narrow and deep."
When we look upon present-day
Christianity as represented by liberalism or refrigerated orthodoxy, we
realize that he is right. We are broad
and shallow. We should be narrow
and deep.
Where the river flows over a broad,
open plain, it cannot be harnessed for
power. When it flows through a deep,
narrow gorge, it becomes a potential
source of power. There it turns dynamos and generates benefits for mankind.
Jesus said: "Enter ye in at the
strait [narrow] gate: for wide is the
gate, and broad is the way, that
leadeth to destruction, and many
there be which go in thereat; because
strait is the gate, and narrow is the
way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it" (Matthew
7:13, 14). The Christian way has
ever been the narrow way of salvation, spiritual depth and blessing.
Christians have been accused of a
so-called narrowness of heart and
walk, but God's Word is certain and
emphatic on this point; it reads:
"There is a way that seemeth right
unto a man, but the end thereof are
the ways of death" (Prov. 16:25).
God's way is the right way. The way
that "seemeth" right is wrong. Deluded, blinded, sin-crippled humanity
is taking the wrong way. Jesus said:
"I am the Way, the Truth, and the
Life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me" (John 14:6).
We enter the narrow gate—thus
we receive the New Birth that comes
through faith in Christ Jesus alone—
then we walk the narrow way. God
keep us as narrow as His Word. Then
we shall live deep and bless mankind
in the power of the Holy Ghost.
—Arthur H. Townsend.
(10)

Revivings in Africa
Anna Gmiybill
Greetings to you from Africa.
The Lord has been so precious and
faithful to us. At C. S. L. camp last
Saturday evening I found Teacher
Muchimba sitting in the corner of
her grass shelter crying her heart
out. The Lord had really struck her
and her heart was humbled. She
wanted me to pray with her—what
a change of attitude from what it
had been previously! She had mocked and tried to discourage girls who
were coming to the missionaries to
confess sins and pray through to
victory. The Lord is bringing her
over the same road. However, she
still needs prayer because she's been
sort of "polishing off" her reasons
for coming to us. She has a stubborn will to be conquered. The Lord
is working in so mighty a way. I
feel now is the time to work with
Him!

We had a wonderful Girls' Christian Service League camp. There
was a dark atmosphere in the community and it really left the school
girls with a burden and vision of
service. I wish you could have seen
the girls on Sunday morning about
7:45 when we had personal devotions.
They scattered all over hill and dale
—on their knees—and called out to
God. It was a sight I'll never forget.
You could hear prayers rising from
all directions—no fear of being seen
or heard.
One evening when I came to my
room from supper I felt very unset-

tled. I just could not get down to
lesson preparation so I prayed. That s
the thing that really satisfies these
days. I asked Sister Lehman to go
along down to the church because I
had heard prayers rising and I felt
hungry to join them. Together we
went down but all was quiet by this
time. When we opened the vestry
door, we found three girls on their
knees. We went by their sides and
started praying. Two of them started
crying and pleading for help from
God.
After some time of prayer during
which God's presence was very near
and wonderful, we spoke to the girls,
and found that Leah was being called
to preach to her village people over
vacation and she was not willing
because they are all backsliders and
would mock her. In speaking to her
and praying we found she was able
to tear loose from Satan and a shout
went up. Heaven came down!
To our surprise, we found that
both girls were up against the same
thing. Eling said her final "yes" too
and more shouts went up. She said,
"Oh! I want to go and preach to
them right now! I've been a Jonah
since 1948. When I was baptized the
Lord asked me to do that and I refused!" She asked us to sing "I do
not ask to choose my path; Lord lead
me in the way." We let them shout
and laugh it out then I told them to
go quietly to their dormitories so as
not to disturb the other girls who
were sleeping. My warning was useless, for the moment they entered
the dormitory we heard the shouts
and laughter go up again. It was so
good and wonderful they shared it
with the three other Teacher Training students. The next morning we
had testimonies in Teacher Training.
(You probably wonder what become
of the third girl in the group. She
has peace with God and just sat
there quietly feasting on His Holy
presence.)
Keep praying for our Teacher
Training course. The Lord is working it all out.
—Macha Mission.
Evangelical
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A Strong Congregation
"Is it a strong congregation?
"Yes," was the reply.
"How many members are there?
"Thirty."
"Thirty! Are they so wealthy?"
"No, many of them are poor."
"How then can you say it is a
strong church?"
"Because they are earnest, devoted,
at peace, loving each other, following
the Word of God in all things, instant
in prayer, and striving together to do
the Lord's work. Such a congregation is strong, whether composed of
thirty or three hundred members."
—Lutheran Annual

" / Will Meditate in Thy Precepts"
Psalm 119:15
HEEE are times when solitude is
better than society, and silence is
wiser than speech. We should be
better Christians if we were more
alone, waiting upon God, and gathering through meditation on His Word,
spiritual strength for labor in His
A Good Reply
service. We ought to muse upon the
A skeptic in London recently said,
things of God, because we thus get in speaking of the Bible, that it was
the real nutriment out of them. Truth quite impossible in these days to beis something like the cluster of the lieve in any book whose authority
vine: if we would have wine from it, was unknown. A Christian asked
we must bruise it; we must press and him if the compiler of the multiplicasqueeze it many times. The bruiser's tion table was known. "No," he anfeet must come down joyfully upon swered. "Then, of course, you do not
the bunches, or else the juice will not believe in it?" "Oh, yes, I believe in
flow; and they must well tread the it because it works well." "So does
grapes, or else much of the precious the Bible," was the rejoinder, and the
skeptic had no answer.
liquid will be wasted.
—The Harbor Light
So must we, by meditation, tfead
the clusters of truth, if we would get
the wine of consolation from them.
Among Ourselves
Our bodies are not supported by
merely taking food into the mouth,
but the process which really supplies
"A Proper Balance"
the muscle, and the nerve, and the
HO,
among
ourselves, has not felt
sinew, and the bone, is the process of
the
pinch
of an overcrowded
digestion. It is by digestion that the
outward food becomes assimilated program? This, of course, has been
with the inner life. Our souls are not an age-old problem for the minister
nourished merely by listening a while of the Gospel, and so much the more
to this, and then to that, and then to as activities multiply and the tempo
another part of Divine Truth. Hear- of living speeds up. How can a mining, reading, marking, and learning, ister meet the demands of the averall require inward digestion to com- age congregation, provide for his own
plete their usefulness, and inward family, enjoy a normal home life, and
digestion of truth lies, for the most maintain vital personal devotions ? In
answer to this complex question, we
part, in meditating upon it.
need to fall upon our knees and beg
Why is it that some Christians, al- for the heavenly wisdom that is
though they hear many sermons, promised in James 1:5.
make but slow advances in the Divine
Let us be sensitive of the fact that
life? Because they neglect their this matter of maintaining a proper
closets, and do not thoughtfully medi- balance does not only challenge "the
tate on God's Word. They love the man in the pulpit" but the same
wheat, but they do not grind it; they problem is, also, confronting "the
would have the corn, but they will not man in the pew." How much time
go forth into the fields to gather it; can be spent in vocational pursuits
the fruit hangs upon the tree, but and in church activities without negthey will not pluck it; the water flows lecting one's home life and personal
at their feet, but they will not stoop communion with God? In a sense,
to drink it. From such folly deliver these
various aspects of living comus, 0 Lord, and be this our resolve, plement
each other and the line that
"I will'meditate in Thy Precepts."
divides our loyalties is very delicate,
indeed!
—C. H. Spurgeon
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The purpose of this brief discussion is not necessarily aimed at solving the problem. We would wish,
however, to bring the real problem
into focus. Most of our spirituallyminded laymen and Christian workers'find themselves in the same situation so commonly experienced by
their Pastor. The question rather
bluntly stated is this: "How can I
work at an occupation that requires
the best hours of the day; attend
church functions that require three
to five nights a week (in some cases
even more) ; make a father's contribution to a satisfactory home life;
and maintain a consistent devotional
life that keeps a freshness and a
sweetness upon my soul at all times ?"
We preachers can do very little to
properly regulate a member's vocational pursuits, much as we would
wish to, or his home life and personal
devotions. We may give admonition
from the Word of God but the proper
stewardship of time is a matter which
is largely decided by each individual
in the light of circumstances and according to the will of God.
There is an area in which we are
able to take some action to relieve
some of the pressure. How about
scrutinizing our local church program
a bit? In our efforts to meet the demands of all age groups involved and
all organizations interested, is our
weekly church program actually militating against the vitals of a holy life
and a happy home? If it is, then we
are defeating the very purposes of
God for the local congregation and
the "good" has actually become the
enemy of the "best." If, upon close
examination of our local program and
an honest attempt to see it through
the eyes of the average worker, we
are forced to admit that it is placing
some sincere Christians in an almost
"impossible" situation, something
must be done about it! This condition
can more easily exist in a smaller
congregation.
Why not sit down with a calendar
before you and carefully mark off
the program of your congregation
for the next week or month? Then
take a look at it and prayerfully consider it in the light of those whom
you serve. Next month we may have
a few practical suggestions to offer.
—LeRoy B. Walters
Bulletin Briefs
CHRIST—Absolutely necessary...
Exclusively sufficient . . . Instantaneously accessible . . . Perennially satisfying !

Material for this page prepared by
Leroy B. Walters
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CHURCH
NEWS
Pequea Church, R. 6, Lancaster, Pa.
The past month has been varied and full
of inspiration and challenge to the groups
gathered at the Pequea Church.
On Sunday afternoon, May 10, 1953, Bro.
John Zercher who has been serving as our
pastor since his graduation from Princeton
Theological Seminary in 1952, was ordained
to the ministry. Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
delivered an appropriate message. Bishop
Benjamin E. Thuma assisted Bishop Henry
N. Hostetter in the ordination as Bro. and
Sr. Zercher gave themselves for Christ's
service in the ministry of the Gospel. The
Lord continue to bless and use them.
On Saturday and Sunday, May 23 and 24
was the Annual Love Feast. Bishop Arthur
Climenhaga was the guest speaker, speaking very clearly and inspirationally as he
opened unto us the Word of God. Sr. Climenhaga spoke to the children. We also
enjoyed words and fellowship of the visitors
from other districts. Our souls were drawn
nearer to our Saviour as we waited before
Him in this another Love Feast occasion.
May 31, Pequea Congregation was surprised and pleased to have five of our missionaries come into the morning service.
Our pastor, Bro. Zercher, bought up the
opportunity and asked each of them to
speak for five minutes. Impromptu though
it was, it was full of inspiration and challenge as, Sr. Verda Moyer, Sr. Ruth Hunt,
Sr. Beulah Arnold and Bro. and Sr. William
Hoke spoke of revival at many places. Our
hearts too cried out to be revived and deepened in Christ.
On June 7 Bro. William Hoke Stirred us
again with a practical missionary message.
In the evening service Dr. Harold Engle
gave us an informative talk illustrated by
slides. The needs of the world cause us to
want to give our best to the Master.
—L. S. H.
Hummelstown, Penna.
April 13—The male quartette from Jabbok Bible school and president Ira Eyster
gave a very interesting program. Both the
singing and the testimonies were greatly
appreciated.
April 24—Sr. Anna Taylor from Harrisburg gave an excellent report at our teachers' and workers' meeting concerning the
Sunday School convention held at Abilene,
Kans. Following her report, plans were
discussed for keeping up the Sunday School
enthusiasm during the month of May in an
effort to ward off the "summer slump" before it has a chance to start.
May 10—Selections were given by the
children honoring Mother's Day. Also a
plant was given to the oldest mother who
was 78 years old and Lily of the Valley
corsages made by the Willing Workers
Class were presented to each mother present. Plants were also taken to five shut-in
mothers of the Home Dept. During the worship service five children were dedicated to
the Lord by their parents. After an impressive ceremony and prayer for each individual child, a Talisman rosebud and a dedication certificate were given to each one.
May 14 was observed as Missionary Day
with a number of children taking part in a
program and a special offering being taken.
A film "Sumo, Boy of Africa" was shown
to the children in the basement during the
Junior Church Hour.
May 24—Temperance Sunday was ob-
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served in the Sunday School as Sr. Pearl
Wolgemuth from Mt. Joy gave a very impressive temperance lesson which will be
long remembered.
Sunday evening our church had the happy privilege of being host for the baccalaureate service for the Hummelstown High
School graduating class. Our pastor, Bro.
Musser preached on "This One Thing I Do"
and special music was presented by a mixed
ensemble from Fairland.
May 31—Rev. and Mrs. Mark Wolgemuth
from Moore's were guest speakers. Sr.
Wolgemuth spoke to the children during the
Sunday School period and Bro. Wolgemuth
brought the morning message.
Interest has been good this spring with
the month of May showing an average attendance of 121 as compared to 93 for May
of last year. This makes an increase of 28
each Sunday. Several more mothers and a
few fathers have recently started attending.
Our desire and prayer is that each family
may be 100% in attendance and that as
they come they may accept the Lord as
their personal Saviour. There is still much
land to be possessed and we desire your
continued prayers for the Lord's work in
this area.
—W. M.

the Farris Mines church who gave many
weeks of labor in the building program
here. Many others also came and labored
here and we say "thanks" and "God bless
all of you for your unselfish labor."
It is true that we are not debt free and
would you be surprised if we had a debt of
five or seven thousand dollars on this church
and parsonage? It easily could be! We
thank God that it is not. Our present indebtedness stands at three thousand dollars. And I'm sure no one would think that
this is too much when we think of what
we now have. This, however, does not pay
off the debt but this is God's work and He
has a plan for paying off the same. This
one thing I know that as we all pray about
it God will work out His plan.
May God bless each of you who have
shared in the work and will continue to do
so.
—Gerald and Lucille Wingert
Zion, Abilene, Kansas
Child dedication. "Jesus said, Suffer little children to come unto Me." Sunday,
May 17, Bishop M. M. Book gave a message
on the "Home." He told the need of Christian training and the responsibility of parents in training their children after which
there was a dedication service for children.
At this time six couples dedicated their
baby to the Lord. Five of these were boys
and one girl. They were the children of
Bros, and Srs. Bert Zook, Jason Zook, Elbert Frey, Eldon Book, Paul Book, and
Myron Lady. We trust that these children,
as they grow up, will early give their hearts
to the Lord. We pray God's blessing upon
their parents and may they have wisdom
from the Lord in rearing their families.
—Mrs. J. C. H.

The new Bethel Church and new parsonage
at Sylvatus, Virginia.
Sylvatus, Va.
"What Hath God Wrought!"
As this message was given years ago
concerning Israel and then later in history
flashed across the first telegraph system, so
we here at Bethel find ourselves uttering
the same words, "What hath God wrought!"
Had you driven by here a year ago you
would have seen a flourishing hay field.
But now, here on the summit of the hill
stands a beautiful sanctuary and parsonage
which can be seen for miles around.
The excavating for the church began late
in June 1952. Four months later, October 5,
witnessed the dedication of the Sanctuary.
During the third week in December the old
church was moved from its original site to
its present location near the church and
then converted into a beautiful parsonage.
Late in March we were privileged to move
into the parsonage. So in nine month's time
this plot has changed from a hay field into
what can be seen in the picture. Certainly
we exclaim, "What hath God wrought!"
We want to express a word of thanks to
several who gave much valuable time and
labor in the development of the work here.
Bro. Paul Martin and several of his men
were responsible for moving the old church
from its original location to where it now
stands. Bros. Willis Burkholder and Milton
Wingert gave four weeks and six weeks respectively of skilled carpentry. A special
word of thanks goes to Rev. Schock from

A Diamond in the Rough
Louise Hollett

i

AVE you ever seen one? A diamond
in the rough? To the layman
H
this awkward chunk of crystallized

carbon appears to be void of beauty
and usefulness. To the skilled artisan,
however, the same rough stone potentially possesses both these qualities. The master lapidary cuts and
polishes with an expert hand to produce a gem of beauty and purpose.
You and I are but "diamonds in the
rough." In our personal appraisal
and that of our unskilled fellowmen
we may seem to lack attractiveness
or ability. But there comes One who
has "chosen the weak things to confound the mighty" and promises
"beauty for ashes." He evaluates us
in love and polishes our soul on the
grindstone of experience until He can
claim us as one of His "precious
jewels." We cannot do the wo.rk ourselves, nor can any human agency.
Inner beauty and value come only as
we heed the invitation of the Master
Artisan of Souls, "Follow Me and I
will make you . . . a jewel."
Evangelical
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New* Motel
Building 10-Bed Addition at
Brook Lane Farm
A 10-bed addition to the hospital building at Brook Lane ! Farm near Hagerstown,
Md., is under construction. This addition
will provide segregating facilities whereby the hospital will be able to extend its
treatment services to a greater variety of
mental illnesses.
Cost of this addition to Brook Lane's 29bed hospital will be about $25,000. A total
of $18,000 are available at the present time.
Contributions have come from local congregations and individuals. In addition
local individuals have contributed labor as
well as the use of machinery and equipment in the excavation for the basement.
The basement will house a small heating plant. The addition is being built of
concrete block and stucco. It will provide
an additional front entrance. The foundation has already been poured.
Brook Lane Farm's administrator, Delvin Kirchhofer, has resigned his position to
accept a similar one in a home for the aged
in Bluffton, Ohio. The Kirchhofers have
given 5% years of service at Brook Lane
Farm. They have worked here since 1948
when Brook Lane began operation. Jake
Goering who is the counseling therapist has
been appointed to be administrator in an
interim capacity until a successor is named.

M.C.C. Has New Member
Oscar Burkholder of Breslau, Ontario, is
a new member of the Mennonite Central
Committee. He succeeds P. G. Lehman of
Kitchener, Ontario, as a representative of
the Non-Resistant Relief Organization.
Brother Burkholder is chairman of the
N.R.R.O., which contributed $29,000 in cash
for the M.C.C. relief program during 1952.
Agricultural School Plant Secured
For Service Center in Korea
M.C.C. has secured an agricultural school
plant near Taegu which will be the center
from which M.C.C. service activity in Korea
will stem.
It is situated on a 67-acre site and has
about 27 usable buildings, most of which
are small structures. The exact nature of
the project is being determined. It is possible that it will be a combination community center and relief distribution project.
Workers there are securing necessary
supplies and preparing for the coming of
additional personnel.
Taegu is one of the largest cities in
Korea and has a heavy concentration of
refugees. It is about 60 miles north of
Pusan—a seaport city on the south-eastern
coast where M.C.C. has its headquarters
office. The house in Pusan serves as a center for contact with the Korean government and other church and relief organizations.
Housing Project Started At Enkenback,
Germany
A new housing project as part of M.C.C.'s
Mennonite refugee resettlement program in
Western Germany has been started at Enkenbach where construction is underway on
15 duplexes which will be homes for 60
refugee families.
Construction began May 11. At present
seven PAX men are assisting in the building. Plans are to have a 15-man PAX unit
there.
The address of these men is: PAX Services Unit, Mennonitisches Altersheim, Enkenbach/Pfalz, Germany. The men are
taking their meals at the Mennonite old
peoples home. It is the plan to have a unit
matron there who will prepare meals for
these men.
On May 21 Margaret Martin of New
Holland, Penn., sailed for Germany where
she will serve as matron for one of the PAX
units in that country. During the past
seven years she worked in the Ephrata,
Penn. clothing center.
A third housing project will be started in
the village of Wedel near Hamburg in July
or August. The plan is to have a 15-man
PAX unit in Wedel. The Backnang unit
will have 20 PAX men.
Enkenbach is in the French Zone of Germany. It lies to the north of Kaiserslautern and Bad Duerkheim. M. C. C. has
a community center in Kaiserslautern and %
children's home in Bad Duerkheim.
In other PAX unit developments, two
men from the Bachnang unit have been
transferred to Greece where they joined the
Brethren project at Ioannina. This project
is near Panayitsa where the M.C.C. PAX
unit is working. Both projects are primarily of an agricultural nature. The Ioannina
and Panayitsa units have been working together.
At the present time 11 PAX men are doing flood clean-up work in Holland. Two of
them are part of the European Mennonite
Voluntary Service caravan.

M.C.C. Gets 280,000 Pounds of
Powdered Milk
M.C.C. has secured a generous amount of
food including 280,000 pounds of powdered
milk and 4 Ms tons of Multi-Purpose Food
which will be distributed to needy persons
in Jordan, Formosa Austria, Germany,
Korea, and Mexico.
The 280,000 pounds of powdered milk
have been given to M.C.C. by the United
States department of agriculture and will
be shipped in the next six months. This
milk has been allocated to the following
countries: Jordan, 20,000 pounds; Formosa,
40,000 pounds; Austria, 40,000 pounds; Germany, 80,000 pounds; and Korea, 100,000
pounds.
With the purchase of two tons of MultiPurpose Food for Korea, M.C.C. was given
one ton without cost. This three-ton shipment will be on its way after July 1.
M.C.C. was given one-half ton of MultiPurpose Food for Mexico when one ton was
purchased. This shipment is now on its
way.
Multi-Purpose Food is concentrated,
powder-like food provided by the Meals for
Millions foundation. A meal of such food
costs three cents and contains nutrients
comparable to those found in a meal of onefourth pound of beef, a baked potato, a
side dish of peas and a glass of milk.
Recent relief shipments to Germany include 15% tons of clothing and 88 tons of
food. The clothing shipment including some
bedding and shoes left Philadelphia June
18. It was valued at $34,000. The food
shipment is scheduled to leave New Orleans The Brethren in Christ I-O, His Draft Call,
June 26. It is valued at $92,000 and consists and PAX
largely of beef, pork, and lard. It also inA Brethren in Christ young man comes
cludes some vegetables and fruits.
home for dinner and asks if he had any-

thing in the mail.
"You had a letter from the draft board,"
his mother says.
He opens the envelope. It's Selective
Service Form 152—the form asking him to
indicate three types of work which he would
like to do for his two years of government
alternative service.
This fellow is having the experience
which most single Brethren in Christ men
between the ages of 18 % and 26 will encounter. He is making his choice as to the
type of work and possibly where he will be
working during the next two years.
And he like other Brethren in Christ fellows of draft age who know their call is
coming has had time to consider seriously
the type of work and service he wishes to
perform. He has had time to find out that
he can work for the Mennonite Central
Committee and do foreign welfare work.
And now he can return Form 152 saying
he is interested in foreign welfare work
under M.C.C. That, to him, means two
years of PAX service.
This fellow like other Brethren in Christ
I-O's who would inquire at the Akron I-W
office would learn that there are openings
for at least 27 men in the M. C. C. PAX
program. And the need for these men is
urgent.
Here is a breakdown on these openings:
Germany, 23; Jordan, 2; and Paraguay, 2.
The men going to Germany will join the
51 PAX men in Europe—most of whom are
in Germany building housing for refugees.
They should have the ability to do manual
work such as carpentry and masonry. At
least six men could well be used in leadership responsibilities These fellows could
serve as leaders in unit activities and as a
liasion between the fellows and the German
construction foremen.
One of the fellows to Jordan would teach
physics and chemistry in a high school. A
fellow with an A.B. degree is preferred.
The other fellow would do child welfare or
youth work.
One of the fellows to Paraguay would
work as a mechanic and builder at the Barrio Grande leper project. The other would
work with the Voluntary service program
in Paraguay. This would be a leadership
position and consist of educational work
both at the leper project as well as in the
colonies. A knowledge of low German is
necessary for both positions and a knowlege of high German is also necessary for
the leadership position.
PAX, meaning "peace," began in 1951. It
was set up to help suffering persons, to
give encouragement to distressed persons in
undeveloped areas of the world, and to help
resettle and rehabilitate displaced persons.
And at the same time the program provides
an opportunity for spiritual growth for the
worker.
PAX services began in Germany. The
work here consists of building homes for
Mennonite refugees. These homes mean
normal community and family living for
these people. They are resulting in renewed church life.
PAX men in Europe are also working in
Holland, doing flood clean-up work, and in
Greece, doing agricultural rehabilitation.
The five men in Greece have accomplished
much during the 13 months they have been
there. Not only have they shown how to
improve primitive agricultural methods, but
they have also given an effective Christian
witness.
In July, 1952, three men sailed for Jordan
to open a PAX program in that area. Five
men are now working here in various areas
including home improvement, education, relief distribution and youth welfare.
PAX services is a challenging means of
accomplishing two years of alternative serv-
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ice. P A X m e n a r e in close contact w i t h
h u m a n need and w o r k in a r e a s w h e r e a
Christian witness is needed and can easily
be given. By a s s i s t i n g u n f o r t u n a t e and
suffering people, P A X men b r i n g hope and
e n c o u r a g e m e n t . T h e i r services a r e a m e a n s
of r e n e w i n g faith in God and a t t h e s a m e
t i m e a m e a n s of enriching and e n l a r g i n g
t h e i r C h r i s t i a n experience.
A man entering PAX must have monthly
s u p p o r t of $75 from his conference, congregation, or family. Most of this money is
used to p a y for m a i n t e n a n c e , r o u n d t r i p
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , and special services for t h e
w o r k e r . H e receives a $10 m o n t h l y allowance.
The 23 fellows needed in t h e G e r m a n y
P A X p r o g r a m a r e scheduled to sail J u l y 22.
T h e decision to be in t h i s g r o u p m u s t be a
p r o m p t one.
Applications m u s t r e a ch the A k r o n I-W
office b y J u n e 1. It usually t a k e s tw o w e e k s
before applications can be processed and
final i n s t r u c t i o n s sent to t h e a p p l i c a n t s .
Then before t h e men sail t h e y will spend
about six d a y s in o r i e n t a t i on classes a t
Akron.
Th e n e x t o r i e n t a t i on school is
scheduled to begin J u l y 14 with men r e p o r t ing to A k r o n J u l y 13.
Men can g e t application f o r m s and other
information concerning P A X services from
t h e I - W Services Office, Mennonite C e n t r al
Committee, A k r o n, P e n n . A " P A X Services
H a n d b o o k " is available upon request.

BIRTHS
' C h i l d r e n a r e an h e r i t a g e of the Lord.

MYIRS—Debra Jo Ann came to bless the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Myers of
Greencastle, Pa. on April 15, 1953.

MARRIAGES
our

compliments,

"

year's

CLIMEHHASA - CAMPBELL — On Sunday
afternoon, June 14 a t 2:00 p. m. in the bridegroom's home at Kindersley, Saskatchewan,
occurred the marriage of Miss Sheila Campbell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Campbell of Fiske, .Saskatchewan and Mr. Merle
Climenhaga, son of Rev. and Mrs. N. W. Climenhaga, Kindersle.y, Sask.
The ceremony was performed by the
groom's father, Rev. N. W. Climenhaga, in the
presence of immediate families. May God's
blessing rest upon this home.

OBITUARIES
Blessed arc the d e a d which die- in the l o r d .

BBEHM—Samuel W. Brehm, son of Samuel
and Maggie Wilhelm Brehm, was born in Palmyra, Pennsylvania, January 9, 1875, and departed this life at his home in Grantham,
Pennsylvania, June 2, 1953 at the age of 78
years, 4 months and 23 days.
At the age of 24 he was converted and soon
afterward joined the Brethren in Christ
Church which he attended faithfully for more
than fifty-four years. During this , period,
Brother Brehm served as a Sunday School
teacher and deacon, in the church of his
choice.
He married Lillie B. Haldeman of Kansas
on April 6, 1899 with whom he has just completed more than 54 years of married life.
To this union was born ten children, six
girls and four boys. Two sons having pre-

(U)

ceded him in death, he leaves to mourn his
departure his loving wife Lillie and Mrs. Irm a
Saltzman, Mrs. Sherwood M-ell and Mrs. Isaiah
Harley of Grantham, Penna.; Mr. Clare Brehm
of Harrisburg, Penna.; Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth of Mt. Joy Pa., Mrs. Glendon Snider of
New Carlisle, Ohio; Mrs. Joel E. Carlson of
Upland, Calif.; and Mr. Thural Brehm of Hershey, Penna. The family lived near Ramona,
Kansas for more than forty years.
In addition to his sons and daughters, he
also leaves to mourn his departure nineteen
grandchildren, two great-grandchildren and
loving sons and daughters-in-law in addition
to a host of other friends and relatives.
Brother Brehm has left us to go and be
with the Lord whom he loved so much. Many
times, especially in recent months, he expressd
a longing for his heavenly home and the time
when he could be with his Lord.
Funeral services were conducted by Bish.
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., and Rev. Albert H. Engle.
Interment in the Grantham Cemetery.
LANDIS—Jacob E. Landis, son of Elder
Henry and Rebecca Landis was .born in Perry
County, Pa., December 7, 1873. He died at his
home in Abilene, Kansas, June 7, 1953, aged
79 years, and 6 months.
He came to Abilene with his parents when
he was nine years old. The family home was
established in the Newbern community where
Jacob grew to manhood. On December 28,
1897 he was united in marriage with Katie
Lenhert. Ten years of their early married life
was spent in Oklahoma. Since t h a t time they
have had continued residence in Abilene and
vicinity.
Brother Landis was converted in his teen
years and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church in which fellowship he remained. He
had an active interest in his church, rendering
cheerful and efficient service in the .Sunday
School and other activities.
He was preceded in death try his wife in
August 1952, which was the breaking of a
companionship of over 54 years.
He is survived by three sons: Cyrus E. of
Llewelling, Pa.; Glen W. of Westphalia, Kans.;
Roy of Detroit, Kans.; two daughters: Mrs.
Ruth Bjornson of Omaha, and Evelyn Cochran
of San Bernardino, Calif.; seven grandchildren
and seven great-granchildren; four sisters:
Mrs. D. R. Eyster of Thomas, Okla.; Mrs. Wm.
Steinbrecker of Herington, Kans.; Mrs. .Susie
Caskey of Millersburg, Pa., and Miss Lizzie
Landis of Harrisburg, Pa.; two brothers: John
M. of Pennsylvania, and H a r r y of Millersburg, Pa.
Funeral services were held at Abilene, June
10, with Elders G. E. Whisler and Hershey
Gramm officiating. Interment in the Abilene
City Cemetery.
SENTZ—Sister Martha Ellen Sentz, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Jacob and Amelia (Sechrist)
Sentz, died June 1, 1953 at her home in Mt.
Joy, Pa., aged 51 years, 1 month and 15 days.
Sister Martha was converted at the age of
15 years in her home. A few years later she
consecrated her life to the service of the Lord
and remained faithful unto the end. The Word
of God was her daily food and a sword for her
daily warfare.
She was ill for the past few years, and was
confined to her room for the past eleven
weeks. Considering her intense suffering and
distress physically, she bore it patiently with
unfailing confidence and t r u s t in her God.
The last testimony to her visitors was,
" 'For me to live is Christ, but to die is gain,'
and life or death everything is all right."
She carried a deep concern in her heart for
all unsaved people unto the end.
Attending Messiah College and Cincinnati
Bible School enabled her to do effective Missionary work in the United States and Canada.
Her deep spiritual life was 'effective in her
home community as well as in the church at
large.
She is survived by her parents, Bro. and
Sister Jacob Sentz and the following .brothers
and sisters: Elmer .S., Paul B. and Nelson, Mt.
Joy, Pa.; Seth, York Co.; Mary E., at home;
Noah, Columbia, R. 1; Cora, wife of Wm.
Wayman, Miami, Fla.; Ruth, wife of Roy
Shoalts, Ontario, Can.; Luther, Manheim, Pa.
and Phoebe, also at home.
Funeral services were conducted from her
late home Thursday, June 4 at 1:30 p. m. with
further services at the Cross Roads Church
at 2:00 p. m. Text, Phil 1:21. Rev. Harry Brubaker, Mt. Joy, Pa., Rev. H a r r y Hock, Detroit,
Mich., Bishop Irvin Musser, Mt. Joy, Pa.,
Bishop B. E. Thuma, Maytown, Pa., Bishop
Henry Heisey, Ohio, Rev. Albert Cober, 111.,
Rev. Paul Z. Hess, Mt. Joy and Bishop Henry
Ginder, chairman of the Home Mission Board,
Manheim, Pa., officiated.

From the News
The Farm and Ranch Magazine, read by
approximately five million southern people,
has announced a policy of refusing publication of liquor advertising. Large advertising contracts have been refused on the
Dasis that "the main purpose of the magazine is to help raise the standards of living,
and the moral standards of its readers."
TALLAHASSEE, Florida ( E / P ) A bill
to permit minors of the armed services to
buy and consume liquor was introduced recently in the Florida legislature. The measure is sponsored by Rep. A. Morley Darbey
who asserted that youth old enough to fight
is old enough to drink, if he choses. The
bill would legalize the sale of liquor to persons 18 to 21 on active duty with any
branch of the armed services. The law as it
stands now prohibits sale of alcoholic beverages to anyone under legal age. Proof of
age and connection with the armed forces
would be established by showing an identification card, which all servicemen are required to carry.

Church Institutions
E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana.
Eld. Erwin W. Thomas, Manager.
JaTrtok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg.
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Messiah Children's Home, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa.,
Bro. and Sr. Ralph H. Musser, Steward and
Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Morrison, R. 4 Illinois,
Supt. Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth
Schradley.
Niagara Christian College, Fort Erie, North,
Ont., Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.
The Christian Light Press
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Indiana, Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabeth town. Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Upland College, Upland, California.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.

T r e a s u r e r s of t h e Church B o a r d s
Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West Milton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
Gormley, Ontario.
Foreign Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Treas.; George Sheffer, Stayner, Ontario.
Home Mission: Dale Ulery, 412 Dakota Ave.,
Springfield, Ohio; Canadian Treas., Edward
Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa.
Board of Christian Education: B. B. Thuma,
Marietta, Pennsylvania, U. S. Treasurer;
Percy Cassel, Blair, Ontario, Canada, Canadian Treasurer.
Board for Schools and Colleges: John M. Book,
247 Euclid Place, Upland, California.
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Free Literature and Tract Department: Ray
Zercher, Nappanee, Indiana.
Belief and Service Committee: John H. Hoffman, Maytown, Pennsylvania.
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer,
Secretary, 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Jacob
Hock, 651 Reservoir St. Chambersburg, Pa.

Evangelical Visitor

CHICAGO ( E , / P ) E i g h t y - t w o p e r c e n t of
t h e J u n e g r a d u a t i n g class of Moody Bible
I n s t i t u t e p l a ns t o go to t h e mission field.
These y o u n g people, who received t h e i r dip l o m a s a t t h e c o m m e n c e m e n t in T o r r e y G r a y a u d i t o r i u m on J u n e 12, will be a m b a s s a d o r s for C h r i s t — a n d for t h e U n i t e d
S t a t e s — a l l over t h e world. T h e y will m a k e
u s e of t h e i r p r a c t i c a l m i s s i o n a r y t r a i n i n g
in Africa, A r g e n t i n a , Bolivia,
Central
America, Dominican Republic, E a s t Asia,
India, J a p a n , P a k i s t a n , P e r u , Philippines ,
Venezuela as well as t h e home mission field
in N o r t h America. Some s t u d e n t s w h o expect t o be missionaries h a v e n ' t decided y e t
w h e r e t h e y will go.
Guest s p e a k e r a t t h e g r a d u a t i o n exercises w a s Rev. H . A. Somerville p a s t o r of
Amarillo Bible Church, A m a r i l l o, T e x a s .
Mr. Somerville is a g r a d u a t e of Moody Bible I n s t i t u t e (1926) a n d a t t e n d e d P u r d u e
U n i v e r s i t y for t wo y e a r s .
Few know t h a t p r a y e r for divine guidance
opens sessions of t h e E i s e n h o w e r Cabinet.
I t is offered b y S e c r e t a r y of A g r i c u l t u r e
E z r a T. Benson (one of t h e 12 Apostles of
t h e M o r m o n Church) or, in his absence, a
Cabinet m e m b e r d e s i g n a t e d by t h e P r e s i dent.
L a s t y e a r Benson asked r u r a l A m e r i c a n s
for ideas useful to t h e n a t i o n . M a n y said
w e w e r e in need of m o r e s p i r i t u al h e l p .
Benson r e p o r t e d to Ike, who asked h i s n e w
S e c r e t a r i e s w h a t t h e y t h o u g h t abou t p r a y e r
a t m e e t i n g s . T h e y f a v o r ed i t — a n d a W h i t e
House p r e c e d e n t w a s established.

FOREIGN

MISSIONS

India
Acting- Superintendent: Elder Charles E.
Engle, Madhipura, N. E. Rlwy., Saharsa
Dist., India
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, N. E. Rlwy., Saharsa Dist., India. Sr. Leora Toder, Sr. .Shirley
Bitner, ,Sr. Ruth Book, Sr. Mary Jane
Shoalts, Sr. Mary Stoner
Madhipura Mission: Dauram Madhipura, N. E.
Rlwy., Saharsa Dist., India. Elder and Sr.
Charles Engle.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj via Murligan], N. E. Rlwy., N. Bhagalpur Dist.,
India. Elder and Sr. Arthur Pye, Sr. Erma
Hare
Banmanki Mission: P. O. Banmanki, N. E.
Rlwy., Purnea Dist., India. Elder and Sr.
Allen Buckwalter, Elder and Sr. Joseph
Smith
TJluharia, Howrah Dist., West Bengal, India.
Elder and Sr. A. D. M. Dick
Africa
Acting1 G-eneral Superintendent: "Rockview,"
P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia,
Africa: Rev. and Mrs. Roy H. Mann.
Matopo Mission: P. B. T. 191, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa: Rev. and Mrs.
Alvin J. Book, Rev. and Mrs. I r a M. Stern,
Misses Mary H. Brenaman, Elizabeth H.
Engle, Mary C. Engle, Anna M. Eyster,
Dorothy M. Martin, Ethel C. Heisey.
Mtshahezi Mission: P. B. 102 M. Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Prey,
Misses P. Mabel Prey, Pannie Longenecker,
Annie E. Winger.
Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Chester P.
Wingert.
Hospital: Rev. (Dr.) and Mrs. Alvan E.
Thuma, Miss Rhoda G. Lenhert.
Wanezi Mission: P. O. Box 5, Filabusl, Southern Rhodesia, Africa
Mission: Rev. and Mrs. Earl Musser, Misses
Anna R. Engle, Mary E. Heisey, Florence
R. Hensel.
Outstations: Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider.
Macha Mission: F. O. Choma, Northern Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey, Misses
Lula G. Asper, Anna J. Graybill, Edna E.
Lehman, Edna M. Switzer.
July
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P r e s i d e n t ' s Wife A s k s P r a y e r
WASHINGTON,
D. C. ( E / P )
Mrs.
D w i g h t D. E i s e n h o w e r h a s asked church
w o m e n e v e r y w h e r e to p r a y t h a t God m a y
give Divine guidanc e t o t h e n a t i o n a n d i t s
leaders.
She m a d e this r e q u e s t in a c c e p t i n g a
w h i t e l e a t h e r Bible from officers of t h e
W o m e n ' s Fellowship of t h e N a t i o n a l A s sociation of E v a n g e l i c a l s .
T O K Y O , J a p a n ( E / P ) Dr. H a r o l d J. Ock e n g a , noted p a s t o r of P a r k St. Church,
Boston, and p r e s i d e n t of F u l l e r Theological
S e m i n a r y , a r r i v e d in J a p a n , M a y 22 on a
world t o u r of missions. D u r i n g t h i s global
t o u r Dr. Ockenga hopes to visit m a n y of
t h e 141 missionarie s t h a t a r e s u p p o r t e d b y
t h e P a r k St. Church. Since a r r i v i n g in J a p a n he h a s conferred w i t h Lt. General William K. H a r r i s o n , Bible-believing U. N .
peace delegation h e a d ; and w i t h l e a d e r s of
t h e 6th World C o n g r e ss on E v a n g e l i s m
which will be conducted in Tokyo in A u g u s t .
D u r i n g the C o n g r e ss on E v a n g e l i s m 1,000
to 1,500 p a s t o r s and missionaries from
across J a p a n and 400 delegate s from 25
countries will g a t h e r to discuss m e a n s and
m e t h o d s of p r e s e n t d a y evangelism, and to
conduct over 500 simultaneou s c a m p a i g n s
in every a r e a of J a p a n . General H a r r i s o n
and Dr. Billy G r a h a m a r e a m o n g thos e who
h a v e been invited to addres s t h e Congress
sessions. Dr. Ockenga advised Congress
l e a d e r s t h a t d u r i n g t h e Congress a capable
s p e a k e r be p r e p a r e d to discuss t h e h e a r t
a n d soul of Communism, and C h r i s t i a n i t y ' s
a n s w e r to t h e Communistic t h r e a t .
Sikalong'o Mission: F . O. Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga, Rev.
and Mrs. H. Franklin Kipe, Miss Anna L.
Kettering.
Missionaries on Furlough
Bishop and Mrs. A. M. Climenhaga, Grantham, Pa.
Sr. Effle Rohrer, 2421 'Oneida St., Pasadena
10, Calif.
Elder and Sr. George E. Paulus, Box 38
Souderton, Penna.
Elder and Sr. William Hoke, P. O. Box 142,
Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
Sr. Ruth Hunt, c. o. Charles Hunt, Washington Boro, Pa.
Sr. Anna Wolgemuth, R. R. Palmyra, Pa.
Sr. Verda C. Moyer, 41 Hillside Ave.,
Souderton, Pa.
Sr. Beulah Arnold, c.o. Albert S'chock, R. R.
2, Hershey, Pa.
HOME MISSIONS
R u r a l Missions
Allisonia, Virginia (Farri s Mines): Telephone
—Pulaski 2-8628. John and Ruth Schock
Bethel Mission, Sylvatus, Va., Gerald and Lucille Wingert
Eloomneld, New Mexico, (Brethren in Christ
Navajo Mission) c/o Blanco Trading Post.
Wilmer Heisey, Supt., Velma Heisev, Carl
Eberly, Clara Eberly, Ida Rosenberger,
Avery Kanode, Beulah Kanode, Dorothy
Charles
Hollidaysburg-, Fa. (Canoe Creek Mission)
John Bicksler, Elva Bicksler. Telephone:
Hollidaysburg 50203
Kentucky: Elam Dohner, Superintendent
Pairview Station: Ella, Ky.: Elam Dohner,
Helen Dohner, Helen Dodson
G-arlin, Ky.: Daniel Hoover, Marian Hoover
Knifley, Ky.: Ruby Clapper, Elizabeth Hess
Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, (North
Star Mission): Arthur Heise, Verna Heise,
Florence Faus
Saxton, Pa., Andrew Slagenweit, Pastor
Miriam Heise, Velma Brillinger. Telephone—
Saxton 461
Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada (Houghton Mission) Telephone: Glenmeyer 22-14
Alonza Vannatter, Superintendent,
Ruth
Keller, Esther Kanode
Frog-more: Alonza Vannatter, Pastor
Houghton Center: Basil Long, Pastor, Langton, Ontario
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P H I L A D E L P H I A , P e n n a . ( E / P ) Russell
T. H i t t , N e w s E d i t o r of C h r i s t i a n Life
m a g a z i n e a n d well k n o w n a s a C h r i s t i a n
public r e l a t i o n s w o r k e r h a s accepted t h e
p o s t as E x e c u t i v e E d i t o r of E t e r n i t y m a g a zine, of which Dr. Donald G r a y B a r n h o u s e
is editor. H i t t is moving to Philadelphi a
and will devote t h e m a j o r p a r t of his t i m e
to t h e m a g a z i n e .
G O S H E N , I n d i a na ( E / P ) A p r o g r a m celeb r a t i n g t h e fiftieth a n n i v e r s a r y of t h e dedication of t h e g r o u n d s a t Goshen College
w a s p r e s e n t e d on t h e e a s t c a m p u s of t h e
college M a y 30. R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of t h e facu l t y and of t h e city of Goshen a p p e a r e d on
t h e p r o g r a m and s o m e 300 persons w i t n e s s ed t h e ceremony. E a r l i e r in t h e afternoo n
a t o u r w a s conducted to t h e f o r m e r site
of t h e E l k h a r t I n s t i t u t e a t t h e c o r n e r of
P r a i r i e and W a g n e r S t r e e t s , w h e r e P r o f e s sor J o h n Umble spoke on " M e m o r i e s of
E l k h a r t I n s t i t u t e " and s a n g t h e E l k h a r t Ins t i t u t e song. A special committee u n d e r
t h e c h a i r m a n s h i p of P r o f e s s o r Melvin Gingerich a r r a n g e d t h e p r o g r a m . O t h er m e m b e r s of t h e committee w e r e W i l l a r d H .
Smith, Olive W y s e , Leland B a c h m a n, a n d
Nelson S p r i n g e r .
B O N N , G e r m a n y ( E / P ) Dr. H e r m a n n
E h l e r s , p r e s i d e n t of t h e W e s t G e r m a n p a r l i a m e n t , says t h a t t h e c u r r e n t E a s t - G e r m a n
anti-church c a m p a i g n is a n " a l m o s t e x a c t
c o p y " in its m e t h o d s, of t h e N a z i persecution of religion. B u t t h e Communist camp a i g n , Dr. E h l e r s added, is " m o r e b r u t a l
City Missions
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13, N.
Y., Telephone—GRant 7706; David Wenger,
Emma Wenger, Edith Davidson
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halsted Street, Chicago
21, Illinois: Telephone—Wentworth 6-7122;
Carl Carlson, Avas Carlson, Alice Albright,
Sara Brubaker, Grace Sider
Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Avenue, Detroit 26, Michigan: Residence: 3986
Humboldt. Detroit 8, Michigan; Telephone—•
Tyler 5-1470; Harry Hock, pastor. Catharine
Hock, Eva Mae Melhorn, E r m a Hoke, Virginia Engle
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission)
1175 Bailey Street, Harrisburg, Penna.; Telephone—Harrisburg 26488; Joel Carlson, pastor, Faithe Carlson, Elizabeth Kanode,
Beulah Lyons, Grace Robb
Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118
South Avenue S. E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, Sr., pastor,
Lydia Hostetler. Eli Hostetler, Jr., Leona
Hostetler, S. Iola Dixon
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North
Second
Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE
4-6431; William Rosenberry, pastor, Anna
Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Cal. Residence:
311 Scott St., .San Francisco 17, Cal. Telephone UNderhill-l-4S20; Harry Buckwalter,
Katie Buckwalter, Janna Goins, Edith Toder,
Evelyn Frysinger
Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow Street, Stowe, Pa.
Telephone—Pottstown 1211J; Cletus Naylor,
Catherine Naylor
Toronto Mission: 150 Gamble Avenue, Toronto
6, Ontario. Residence: 79 Woodycrest Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Telephone—Gerrard 9648.
Ronald
Lofthouse,
pastor,
Myrtle Steckley, Ruth Steckley
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland,
Ontario. Canada; Telephone—3192; Joseph
VanderVeer, Jane VanderVeer, Anna He/iry

Mission P a s t o r a t e s
A
complete listin g of t h e
Mission
P a s t o r a t e s a p p e a r s q u a r t e r l y in t h e Evangelical Visitor w i t h tho Missionary
Supplement.
(15)
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Geo. Paulus; two to the new field of
Japan: Bro. and Sister Peter Willms.
More than seventy-five appointees
to Mission Work in the U.S.A. and
Canada were approved.
In an early Monday evening sesWHEATON Illinois ( E / P ) Eleven cities
sion,
the Moderator conferred the
already have entered teams in the national
Youth for Christ Bible Quiz finals at Wi- office to the Moderator-elect, Bishop
nona Lake, Indiana, June 28-July 12, ac- Luke L. Keefer. With significant
cording to word from Jack Hamilton, head words he accepted the responsibility
of the Bible club department of Youth for and then closed the 83rd Annual
Christ. Kansas City, Missouri, won the
1952 trophy and will be back again to seek General Conference by having Bishop
to keep it. In the four years in which the Charlie Byers lead in the closing
contest has been held, Kansas City has won prayer and benediction.
it twice and Detroit twice. Hamilton also
"Behold, how good and how pleasannounced that the book to be quizzed will
ant
it is for brethren to dwell togethbe the Book of Acts.
Teams consist of five members of fellows er in unity!"
and ruthless. What is happening now in the
East German Republic is the precise execution of a long-prepared plan," he said.
Dr. Ehlers, a prominent Evangelical lay
leader, was imprisoned during the Nazi regime because of his church work.

and girls from the many cities in which
Youth for Christ clubs exist. Some are allstar teams—members from different clubs
—and others are all from a single school. A
new electronic indicator which has been
used by Portland, Oregon, Youth for Christ
is being shipped to Winona Lake for use in
the finals. It makes use of push buttons in
the hands of each contestant, thus enabling
the first person to get the answer to be
chosen by lights which flash behind the
contestant rows. Finals are scheduled for
Saturday night, July 11, Hamilton said.
Prayers In Laredo Bring Rain
LAREDO, Texas ( E / P ) Rain began falling in Laredo at 9:00 o'clock Friday night—
28 hours after hundreds had gathered in
the downtown plaza to pray for an hour of
rain. Dust blew into Laredo on winds of
60 miles an hour and then the raindrops
started falling. It was Laredo's first rain
since .42 of an inch fell Mar. 18. The Rio
Grande—the area's water supply—still was
trickling slowly down its sandy bed.

MISSION BOARD

For a number of years consideration has been given to uniting the
Home and Foreign Mission Boards
together with the Peace, Relief and
Service Committee under a General
Mission Board. The plan was that
then they would operate as commissions with a central administration
that could simplify the general overall administration of a mission program. After considerable discussion
on the floor, the resolutions failed to
get the necessary two-thirds vote. As
of now, these three areas of operation
will continue much as they have been
heretofore.
CHRISTIAN APPAREL

Though it may seem like a trivial
matter, considerable church-wide
interest has been evidenced in the
consideration of Christian apparel.
General Conference
For many years an unwritten law
that adhered more or less to a uni(Continued from page five)
form pattern of dress was practiced
by the church. In a revision of the
provide much-needed living quarters Constitution and By-Laws that was
for those who serve as staff members effected in 1937 a rather specific
standard of dress was recorded. This
of the college.
procedure precipitated a bit of a tailspin that bordered the danger line of
MINISTERIAL REQUIREMENTS
The Board which passes on neces- legalism. Instead of being an instrusary qualifications for ordination to ment of guidance it became the
the Christian Ministry, recommended medium for legalism with rigidity.
The amended article as finally
(and it was approved by Conference)
that the candidate have the equival- adopted at this General Conference
ent of two years of Junior College with a second reading and a very
training to qualify for ordination. strong support by the voting body,
This does not hinder the individual majors on the Scriptural emphasis of
exercising with a ministeral license simplicity and modesty. Fads and
while he may be completing the neces- fashions have plagued the human
family all through history. Chrissary studies.
tians, who in reality are "other
world"
pilgrims, should not be reguCHRISTIAN WORKERS
lated
by
the rise and fall of godless
Twelve new foreign missionaries
were confirmed by General Conference. Six to be sent to Africa:
Miriam Heise, Pauline Frey, Gladys
Lehman, Bro. and Sister Graybill
Brubaker and Dr. Virginia Kauffman; four to India: Esther Book,
Evelyn Bohland and Dr. and Mrs.
(16)

fashions and styles, nor should they
be legalized into a form of dress that
is impractical and in many cases not
meaningfully significant.
General Conference has led in a
direction that should relax the membership in this area of thought. It
certainly should not be a relaxation
that takes license and goes beyond the
bounds of simplicity and modesty. We
do well to constantly analyze as individuals, "why" we are doing as we
do? The Holy Spirit must have opportunity to press home to our hearts
a warning against the sins of pride,
extravagance and forms of dress that
would be sensually suggestive.
WATER BAPTISM

The practice of the church has been
the close pattern of accepting into
its membership only those who have
been baptized by trine immersion. A
consideration came to this General
Conference from the Church Review
and Study Committee that this procedure be adjusted to meet certain
situations that have constantly faced
the church and of recent years is a
very real problem on the mission
fields of Africa and India.
Since water baptism is in itself not
a saving ordinance, to require rebaptism to gain church membership
creates a great amount of confusion
in the mind of a native Christian. In
all good faith they shared in the rite
of believer's baptism even though the
mode may not have been immersion.
The position of the church on the administering of immersion was reaffirmed. However, pending a second
reading at the succeeding General
Conference, it was approved that the
Brethren in Christ Church accept
into membership, upon the basis of
their testimony, Christians who have
been previously baptized by a mode
of believer's baptism other than trine
immersion.
This action does not change the
church's interpretation of baptism,
but does give Christian consideration
to those who feel that another mode
testified to their new birth in Christ
and any repetition of the ordinance
would seriously detract from that
testimony, even to the point of being
hypocritical. Doubtless our exclusiveness on this point has been one factor
in hindering our growth and what
should have been our normal expansion.
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